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### HAITI Earthquake
Casualties and Damage Report from Haiti Civil Protection

#### CASUALTIES
- **2,187** Deaths
- **12,268** Injured
- **332** Missing
- **136,028** Affected Families
- **21,508** People in Shelters

#### DAMAGE
- **52,937** Houses Destroyed
- **2** Health Facilities Destroyed
- **68** Schools Destroyed
- **77,006** Houses Damaged
- **2** Health Facilities Damaged
- **44** Schools Damaged

#### FILTER
- **Département, Commune**
- **Tutte**
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UNDAC mission objectives

To support:

- **WHO** - the UN RC/HC, OCHA Country Office and the Government of Haiti

- **WHAT** - with field coordination, assessments and analysis, and information management

- **WHERE** - in the capital (Port-au-Prince) as well as in field locations (Les Cayes, Jeremie and Miragoane)

- **WHEN** – from 16 August to 29 September (two waves)
Timeline

• 14 August: earthquake
• 15 August: UNDAC M1 / M2
• 16-19 August: UNDAC team arrives in-country, OSOCC set up in PaP
• 20 August: UN DSG visits OSOCC
• 20 August: scoping field missions (Les Cayes, Jeremie, Miragoane), confirmed need for sub-OSOCC and for reinforced field presence in Les Cayes
• 22 August: new M1 to reinforce first wave
• 23-25 August: visit by ASG delegation
• 25-26 August: AST arrival in Les Cayes and sub-OSOCC set up
• 26 August: M1 for second wave
• 20-23 September: UNDAC TL/DTL left country, handover to OCHA and transition phase
• 29 September: last UNDAC member leaving country
33x UNDAC (incl. ops partners) deployed in total

1st wave:
- 1st wave: 10 + 4 UNDAC members
- Ops partners: 11 (MapAction, AST, Atlas Logistique)
- Plus EUCP & TSF

2nd wave:
- 2nd wave: 8 UNDAC members
Handover and exit

• 8x OCHA CO personnel involved in the response
• 6x extra OCHA CO personnel requested (from Oct 2021)
• 2x extra OCHA CO international staff requested (Jan-Jun 2022)
• 9x OCHA Surge

• 4x SBPP requested:
  • HAO P4: Fatou Aris, CANADEM (funded by FCDO) – waiting for visa
  • IMO P3: Daniel Blank, ZIF – ETA 4 October
  • HAO P3: Thomas Rommel, ZIF – ETA 25 October
  • IMO P3: Nadine Rudahindwa, iMMAP – waiting for visa